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All of the observing programs that I discuss below are best done with a parent. First, it makes certain the child isn't unsupervised after dark, and second, it piques the parent's interest in astronomy, too. Most of the activities involving stars are better done in the late fall or winter, when the Sun sets relatively early and the constellations are reasonably bright, even in the city. The best time to observe the stars is a clear night just after a cold front comes through - but be sure that the child knows to dress warmly! The Moon is easy enough to spot that a clear sky isn't necessary, and it is observable even in the daytime, so that it isn't necessary to restrict it to winter observations. Of course, it can't be overcast!

THE MOON

Most elementary students recognize the Moon, both at crescent and as a full Moon stages. Many students know that the Moon goes around the earth, but it is a simple month-long project to follow the Moon's path and see how its phases are influenced by its position in the sky relative to the Sun. (And so, what time of day it appears!)

The first easy project is to just observe the Moon when it is full. Where in the sky does it appear near sunset? (in the East). Can the students sketch its appearance (dark and light features) after viewing with their naked eyes? Then by looking through a pair of binoculars? (Inexpensive ones will suffice). Every year there is an "Observe the Moon" event. You can find out the location of an event near you (or create your own event) by checking the Observe the Moon site: http://observethemoonnight.org.

Phases of the Moon activity

First, find out from a calendar or the newspaper the day of the new Moon. Ask your students to go outside one hour after sunset (again, get the time from the newspaper) and look just above where the Sun set to see if they can see the thin crescent of the new Moon. Generally, the Moon will not be visible until the next day, but make it a game to see whether anyone can see it that day, and who can see it first the following day (or the next). Often with a narrow crescent moon, you can see the dark part of the moon, dimly lit by "earthshine". This is called "the old moon in the new moon's arms". The Earth, as seen from the Moon, also goes through phases, and when the Moon is new, the Earth as seen from the Moon is full, and so shines brightly on the dark Moon. Have them estimate how high above the horizon the Moon is (one fist at arm's length is about 10 degrees, good for adults and children). Have them note what time they first saw the Moon, and have them make a sketch of how it looked. Which way was the crescent pointing? (a cup or smile pointing up, but it can appear tilted depending on the season.)

For the next two weeks, have them look for the Moon at the same time every clear evening. Have them estimate its height above the horizon, and draw a sketch. One week after new Moon, the Moon should be half-full (first quarter) and will be nearly overhead at sunset. Each night it can be found farther and farther towards the east, until at full Moon, it should rise just as the Sun
is setting. Can they see it at the same time the next night? When does it rise? (about an hour later). For the next week, have the students try to find the Moon in the sky in the early morning, first thing when they get to school (or before school with their parents, if there is time). The waning Moon should be visible in the west after sunrise, getting smaller and smaller as it becomes higher and higher in the sky. By the next week, it should be overhead at sunrise and down to half full again. Over the next few days it should become smaller and smaller, and farther to the east, closer to where the sun will rise. When is the last day you can see it in the morning? Now start looking in the evening again - when is the first time you can see it in the evening? That determines the month – the Moon's orbital period as seen from Earth (~29.5 days). You can make a sketch for them to show them how the Sun's light changes the apparent shape of the Moon as it goes around the Earth. Note that half of the Moon is always lit by the Sun… it's just not always visible to us!

This is also a great way to find planets, since the moon, traveling in the ecliptic, will over the course of the month pass nearby all the planets that are up. Use your star charts to find the planets in the evening and morning skies. The moon's path is a great way to trace out the ecliptic. Did you know that a full moon in winter is high in the sky, like the sun in summer? A full moon in summer is low in the sky, like the sun in winter. Show them by using balls how the tilt of the Earth tilts away from the full moon if it tilts towards the Sun and vice versa. A first quarter moon in the fall is low in the sky like a winter sun; a first quarter Moon in the spring is high in the sky like a summer sun – can you use balls to show that?

**CONSTELLATION IDENTIFICATION**

Use a "planisphere" (available from Museums, telescope vendors, [http://earthsky.org/store](http://earthsky.org/store), and/or Sky and Telescope) to dial up the sky for the early evening of the day you are interested in. Be aware that the times shown are for "sun time." Since Houston is west of the center of our time zone, the Sun and stars rise 21 minutes later than would be true for the center of the time zone. (Use other corrections for other locations). So, if you want to look at the sky at 8 p.m. CST, dial the planisphere to 7:40 p.m. If you want to look at the sky at 8 p.m. CDT, the daylight savings means another hour of correction: dial to 6:40. Since only the brightest stars are visible from Houston, make a simplified chart for your students with only the brightest stars on it (both sides). Use a time about an hour and a half after sunset: this is what we do in the "Sky Tonight" section of our "Space Update" software – note it has evening and morning sky options, plus five look directions (North, South, East, West, and Zenith). A subscription to Sky Calendar ([http://www.pa.msu.edu/abrams/SkyCalendar/Index.html](http://www.pa.msu.edu/abrams/SkyCalendar/Index.html)) is economical, and provides you with a start chart (including the planets), plus daily finder charts for interesting events (i.e., conjunctions of Venus and the Moon). Or download the free "Stellarium" software from [http://www.Stellarium.org/](http://www.Stellarium.org/) (also available now as a smartphone app).

Practice first yourself to see which stars are identifiable from your own home. Have your student go outside with their parent(s) and try to find the star patterns. Have the parent(s) initial their star chart that they have identified two or more constellations. (The parents will enjoy helping with this homework.) Also try to identify 5 bright stars by name.

In the fall, my favorite is Scorpio – it's easy to imagine his scorpion shape and his red heart. And Sagittarius the archer is the "teapot" to his left. Orion the hunter is very bright and easy to
spot (a large rectangle with a row of three stars as a "belt" in the center). It is up much of the school year - in the east late in the fall semester, in the west in late spring. Can they tell which star is red (Betelgeuse)? Following the hunter is a very bright blue star: Sirius, the dog star. Sirius, along with Rigel from Orion (his right knee), Aldebaran in Taurus, Capella in Auriga, Pollux (one of the "twins" of Gemini), and Procyon (the "little dog") makes the "winter hexagon," easily visible in the city. Similarly, the "summer triangle" is visible in the late spring. It is interesting that you can get all six "magnitudes" of stars using Orion and its neighbors…

**Rotation of the Star Pattern**

Observing the constellations near the north pole is the easiest way to teach that the stars rotate around "Polaris" (the pole star). Since we are at 30 degrees north latitude, Polaris is located 30 degrees above our Northern horizon. Unfortunately, Polaris itself is the only star visible in the Little Dipper from inside the city of Houston. Two other polar constellations are readily observable from Houston, and since they are on opposite sides of the north star, one or the other is always visible.

The better-known constellation is, of course, the Big Dipper. Since it is located between 40 and 50 degrees from the pole, it is not always up in the sky. It is visible in Houston in the early evenings from the end of January (when it is low and to the right of the polestar, through the middle of September (when it is right-side up). At the end of April, it is upside down in the early evening. Recall that the last two stars of the bowl always point at the north star. Therefore, you can see the big dipper to watch the rotation of the sky, but only starting in February.

Another constellation that can be used (and is a little easier, since it is closer to the pole) is Cassiopeia, the Queen. Her throne looks variously like a wide "W" (in late July), an angular "3" (August through the end of March). In the late spring and early summer it is below the horizon in the early evening, rising later in the night. (Play around with your planispheres to teach yourself how the stars change with the seasons.)

Select either Cassiopeia or the Big Dipper, whichever is up for the season you choose. (Try to do this during dark sky conditions - from about three days after full Moon to three days after new Moon.) Have the students sketch its position in the sky at 7 p.m., then at 8 p.m., then at 9, then at 10. (They might want to do this on a Friday night, so they can stay up late.) They can sketch in trees or other landscape items for reference, but they should stand in the same spot to do each sketch. Which direction does the sky move? Have them do the same thing one or two months later. Show them a globe and make people stand around the room, each representing a star. As you turn the globe, which star can see Texas? Which star (if any) can see the south pole? I have a nice little observing guide for stars near the North star: see

**Dark Sky Observing**

Once your students get a little familiar with the night sky as seen from the city, encourage their parents to take them out for a drive on a cool winter's evening to a place far from the city lights (If you are in the Houston area, the George Observatory at Brazos Bend State Park is perfect, but other places would also work). How do their favorite constellations look now? How many more stars can they see? Talk to them about "light pollution" being like air pollution or
water pollution. Air pollution makes it hard to breathe; water pollution kills fish; and light pollution makes it hard to see the stars from the city. If you have a camera with a manual exposure setting, try shooting a series of exposures (1 sec to 30 sec). In the city, what is the longest exposure that makes any more stars visible? How does this change in the country?

**THE AURORA**

Ask the students if anyone has ever seen an aurora or "northern lights." If someone has, have them describe it (dancing multicolored lights in the sky). Where were they when they saw it? (probably Canada, Alaska, or the northern United States). What do all those places have in common? (They are fairly far north.) That's why the aurora is called the "northern lights."

Show the students photos (or better yet, a video) of the aurora and its motion. What colors do they see? (green, blue and red) What do they think the aurora is like? If anyone says "a TV", they are very right - particles come in from space and hit the atmosphere and make it glow, much like electrons in a TV set make it glow. There are great photos and videos of the aurora in [http://www.spaceweather.com/](http://www.spaceweather.com/) and also in our Space Update software (space weather section).

Where do the electrons in the aurora come from? *(From the Sun.)* Show them a picture of the Sun's corona during a solar eclipse. The halo part around the blacked-out Sun is called the corona. The solar wind is what comes off as the Sun boils, much like steam off a boiling pan of water. When it hits the Earth, some of its energy streams into the earth, energizing electrons that cause the atmosphere to glow when they hit it. The aurora is only seen near the poles (northern and southern) because the Earth's magnetic field shields us from the bulk of the solar blasts.

**ECLIPSES**

Again, ask if any of the students have ever seen an eclipse (have them describe it). Have any of the students seen partial solar eclipses? Lunar eclipses? Many more might have seen a lunar eclipse. There will be a total solar eclipse covering the continental US on August 21, 2017. It will be at least partial everywhere in the US but the really spectacular view is the view of totality, seen only in a strip crossing the US from Washington State to South Carolina. This will be the first total eclipse crossing the US since 1979 so it is very special. *(For great eclipse info see the special site [http://www.eclipse2017.org](http://www.eclipse2017.org); also see [http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/](http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/).*

Have the students go home and "interview" their parents. Have their parents ever seen an aurora? A total eclipse of the Sun? Emphasize that these events are very special, so that they should not be disappointed if their parents say "no." Ask their parents if they have seen a lunar eclipse or a partial solar eclipse (more common, but again their parents may not have seen one). Have the students report the stories that their parents told. Did the air get cool? Did the animals or birds react? Sometimes the sky will be cloudy so the eclipse won't be visible, but the sky will still get dark, the air will get cool, the breeze may pick up, and the birds and animals will start to roost.